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Welcome to GET-IT documentation!

The Geoinformation Enabling ToolKit® (GET-IT) is an Open Source software for geospatial data and metadata management. It allows the user to upload, store, visualize and share data on the Web through Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard services. GET-IT users can manage traditional geographic data (layers, maps) and observations from sensors using simple web form accessible through a single graphic user interface (GUI). GET-IT also include EDI to create metadata according to international profiles (INSPIRE, RNDT, SensorML).
How To Use The Documentation

The documentation is geared toward three distinct types of users:

- **Users**: are people who log into GET-IT web form and use its functionalities.
- **Administrators**: are people who install and deploy GET-IT for their Users.
- **Developers**: are people who write code to add functionalities, integrate with other systems, fix bugs, and potentially help an Administrator to setup a server and deploy a GET-IT instance.

The documentation is divided into three sections:

- **About GET-IT**: a short presentation of GET-IT features and its functionalities.
- **Tutorials for users**: step-by-step instructions in workshop format that help different users to accomplish a set of tasks.
- **Publications by GET-IT team**: information about the project, how to contribute, links, resources, other info.
It contains step-by-step tutorials that are oriented around performing particular sets of tasks, like adding data or publishing data, setting up and maintaining a server, or setting up a project to extend from GET-IT.
3.1 About GET-IT

GET-IT is a software package developed by SP7 researchers - working in different CNR Institutes - expert in Data infrastructure and geospatial services. The software was developed for RITMARE SP7 project. This documentation wants to help researchers to provide web services to share spatial and observation data following national and international standards. In particular the documentation is usefull for researcher team and/or institutes of RITMARE project that don’t have an adequate data infrastructure.

The application was developed starting from open source packages with the addition of packages developed for project needs. It offers an interface for data management, sharing, visualisation and (optionaly) download through OGC standard web services for the following data categories:

1. maps or layers (spatial data). It permits to public and visualize spatial data (vector or raster). It use the web application GeoNode with customization for project needs. It provides the principal operations: upload data, data storing, styling and sharing data through standard services (WMS, WFS, WCS).

2. observations coming from different sensor types (buoys, glider, mooring, meteorological sensors, etc.). It uses an open-source solution based on Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) specifications, like implemented by 52° North (52N) project. It provides the operations to upload observation data, data storing and data management on a Data Base Management System, sharing observation on the web (through standard SOS interface).

3. documents (text files, spreadsheet, images, etc.).

One of the main function of GET-IT is the metadata editing tool named EDI that permits to create, edit and read metadata about uploaded data (spatial data, observation data and documents) to describe data in a national and international standard way (Repetorio Nazionale dei Dati Territoriali -RNDT-, INSPIRE and SensorML). Metadata (compiled by this tool) are improved in semantic to increase discovery operations.

GET-IT also permits to manage (for every data type uploaded) permission for registered users to:

- visualize
- edit
- download data
GET-IT is distributed with an open-source license (GPL v.3.0) and distributed through a ready to use virtual machine. After installation it provides a user friendly interface, the tools and services that compose a local infrastructure with above-mentioned features.

The About GET-IT section gives an overview of GET-IT and it is targeted at a non-technical audience to present its functionalities and its main work environment who just want to and will come back later to the complete documentation.
The Tutorials section contains step-by-step instructions that are oriented around performing particular sets of tasks, like adding data or publishing maps, setting up and maintaining a server, or setting up a project to extend from GET-IT. These tutorials are written in a workshop like format and are broken into two groups:

4.1 Tutorials

4.1.1 Tutorials for users

4.1.1.1 Accounts and users

This section will guide you through account registration, updating your account information, and viewing other user accounts.

Learn how to register and manage an account.

4.1.1.2 Managing layers

Read the GeoNode documentation to learn how to manage layers.

4.1.1.2.1 Load layers from the back-office in a Docker environment

It is supposed the Starterkit stack has been already started and all containers are up and running. Let’s imagine we want to load a shapefile already bundled as zip file, for example namely ne_50m_admin_0_countries.zip.

Move the layer to the GeoServer container

Use the following command from the machine where the Docker daemon is running:
docker cp ne_50m_admin_0_countries.zip geoserver4starterkit:/geoserver_data/data/data/geonode/

Organize your layers in sub-folders

It is not mandatory but highly suggested to store your layers in different sub-folders each with the same name of the layer:

docker exec -it django4starterkit /bin/bash -c "/usr/bin/unzip -d /geoserver_data/data/data/geonode/ne_50m_admin_0_countries /geoserver_data/data/data/geonode/ne_50m_admin_0_countries.zip"

Publish the layer in GeoServer

Login as administrator and perform the following operations:

- load the shapefile as new store in the `geonode` workspace to GeoServer
- publish the layer within the `geonode` workspace from the previously create store
- create a new style in the `geonode` workspace with the **same name** of that assigned to the layer

Run the updatelayers command

Run the following command from the machine where the Docker daemon is running:

docker exec -it django4starterkit /bin/bash -c "/usr/src/app/scripts/docker/misc/docker_geonode_updatelayers.sh"

4.1.1.3 Managing observations

An Observation is an action whose result is an estimate of the value of some property of the feature-of-interest (i.e. station, animals or tissue), at a specific point in time, obtained using a specified procedure or sensor (After Cox 2008 cited by INSPIRE Cross Thematic Working Group on Observations & Measurements, 2011). An observation can be associated with a specific sensor that have collected the observation, it may be associated with metadata.

In this section, you will learn how to add new sensor info (metadata of the sensors), to upload new observations, and share these through specific web services: Sensor Observation Services (SOS).

In the GET-IT home page Sensor section is dedicated to managing observation and sensors, the figure below show the different interaction parts for managing observations and sensors.

Two tabs, Explore SOS and Upload Observations, are dedicated respectively to:

- show the list of the sensors within local repository and a link with sensor details in order to improve knowledge, provided in XML and in HTML (clicking on Sensor Details green button). More information in How to create Sensors Metadata or How to check Sensors Metadata;
- upload observations by friendly user interface. More information in How to upload Observations

Two buttons, in the header, provides to register new sensor and get capabilities of the local Sensors Observations Services (SOS).

All the functionality making SWE pure requests.
4.1.1.3.1 How to create Sensors Metadata

In order to discover, integrate, and exploit sensor data (and also to preserve them for future needs), we need to accurately record sensor information.

The Sensor Model Language (SensorML) has been adopted by OGC for developing the SWE framework. SensorML provides a definition language that supports all details of sensors and sensor-to-platform constellations.

Sensor meta-data creation has been performed by GET-IT metadata editor, called EDI, which allows ease and friendly instrument registration (SensorML editing version v1.0 and v2.0) through graphical user interfaces (GUI) and auto completion facilities linked to vocabularies. Some sections of SensorML have been borrowed from the terms present in RDF, in order to harmonize and semantically enrich the metadata. In particular for the SensorML templates implemented in the EDI:

- Parameters: P01 and P02 NERC vocabularies or EnvThes
- Units of measure: P06 NERC vocabulary or EnvThes
- Sensor types: P07 NERC vocabulary
- Manufacturers: FOAF (Friends Of A Friend) graph version of Esonet Yellow Pages.
- Operators, and owners: FOAF (Friends Of A Friend) graph. In this case the graph changed independently from the project to which it refers.

Within EDI template, implemented in GET_IT, we adopted the sensor profile suggested in the OGC document titled “OGC® Best Practice for Sensor Web Enablement Lightweight SOS Profile for Stationary In-Situ Sensors. To be compliant to this profile every sensors will be modeled as a PhysicalSystem and the following metadata items are mandatory:

- gml:description - short textual description of the sensor or sensor system;
- gml:identifier - unique identifier of the sensor system.
- sml:keywords - terms which help to describe the sensor system and serve for discovery purposes;
• **sml:identification** - this element contains identifiers of the sensor system;
• **sml:classification** - this element contains classifiers for the sensor system;
• **sml:contacts** - this element contains contact information about the operator of the sensor;
• **sml:featuresOfInterest** - this element contains the real world entity, the feature of interest, which is observed by the sensor system. In case of this profile, the feature of interest is a station and modelled as a SamplingPoint;
• **sml:outputs** - the outputs of the sensors attached to the sensor system.

Within EDI user interface items in bold are the mandatory ones.

Before insert any observations is necessary to create SensorML by EDI template.

The figure below show the EDI user interface for OGC SensorML v2.0 Lightweight SOS Profile for Stationary In-Situ Sensors.

The video allows to have a idea about the interaction between user and EDI user interface.

**4.1.1.3.2 How to check Sensors Metadata**

**4.1.1.3.3 How to upload Observations**

For other options to insert real time (RT) or near real time (NRT) observations, within GET-IT, should be read the part of documentation about that insertobservations.
4.1.1.4 Managing views

Views (also called maps) are comprised of various layers and their styles. Layers can be both local layers as well as remote layers either served from other WMS servers or by web service layers such as Google or MapQuest.

In this section, we’ll create a view based on the layers uploaded in the previous section, combine them with some existing layers and a remote web service layer, and then share the resulting view for public viewing. You will also learn how to create standard metadata for views.

- Learn how to manage views
- Learn how to manage metadata

4.1.1.5 Managing metadata

Learn how to manage metadata.

Welcome to the GET-IT Users Tutorial documentation.

This tutorial documentation will teach how to use the GET-IT going in depth into what we can do with the software application. The available sections are:

1. Accounts and users: this section will guide you through account and users management. At the end of this section you will know how to register new accounts with different activity profiles, update your account information, and view other user accounts.

2. Managing layers: this section will guide you to create, delete, manage and share layers.

3. Managing observations: this section will guide you to register sensors and to create, delete, manage and share sensor observations.

4. Managing views: this section will guide you to create, delete, manage and share views (maps).

5. Managing metadata: this section will guide you to compile metadata for layers, sensors and views through the EDI metadata editor.

Prerequisites

Before proceeding with the reading, it is strongly recommended to be sure having clear the following concepts:

1. GeoNode basic concepts.

2. What is a geospatial server and a basic knowledge of the geospatial web services.

3. What is Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and it’s standards

4. What is a metadata and a catalog.

5. What is a map and a legend.

6. What is a sensor and a observation (Sensor Observation System, OGC standard).

4.1.2 Tutorials for administrators

Welcome to the GET-IT Administrators Workshop!

- scratch Learn how to install GET-IT from scratch step by step.

- uninstall Learn how to uninstall GET-IT from terminal.

- server Minimum server requirements.

- advanced Advanced administration
security_issue  Customize important setting for security.

domain_name  Learn how to choose and change the domain name of your server.

bing_maps_issue  Bing Maps Issue

The tutorials are based around performing tasks, like adding data or publishing maps. The tutorials are written in a workshop like format and are broken into two groups Users and Administrators.

*Tutorials for users*  In the user workshop you will learn how to create an account on GET-IT, add layers, maps, sensors and observations to your account as well as publishing those.

*Tutorials for administrators*  The administrator workshop will guide you through the installation and configuration of GET-IT, as well as explore further possibilities with GET-IT.
5.1 Publications by GET-IT team

Here is a list of publications and other activities of the GET-IT team.

5.1.1 Publications on Journals


5.1.2 International Conferences


• A. Oggioni, A. Basoni, M. Bastianini, C. Fugazza, T. Kliment, S. Menegon, M. Pepe, P. Tagliolato, and P. Carrara. “Bottom-up capacity building for observations and measurements providers in RITMARE”. In 17th AGILE Conference on Geographic Information Science, 2014


5.1.3 Books


5.1.4 IPR Protection of the suite software GET-IT

Action to protect IPR (Intellectual Property Rights) of the developers of the suite software GET-IT Starter Kit within the Italian flagship project RITMARE.

A trademark application request has been submitted on May 2015 to the Italian Patent and Trademark Office (UIB) to protect the Intellectual Property Right of the suite software developed during the RITMARE project, enabling researchers to create their services to disseminate observed and geographical data (and their metadata) in spatial data infrastructures compliant with OGC standards. The name registered is: GET-IT Geoinformation Enabling Toolkit Starter Kit.
Need Help?

Having trouble? Can’t find what you are looking for? We’d like to help!

- Write us an email to: infogetitsk@gmail.com
- Report bugs in GET-IT in our ticket tracker.